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Abstract: The fifth primordial element “Aether” had been the prime subject of research in philosophy and science. Here, we 

have tried to provide information of aether in vedic (Ancient Indian) philosophy. Then we have given the ideas of aether of 

western scholors such as Boyle, Newton etc. More precisely we illustrated the inter prelation of aether by Boyle & Newton to 

explain the interactions such as cohesion, gravity etc. 

1. FOREWORD 

Thus he then  classified living creatures into genera and species 
and divided them in every way until he came to their elements, 
which he called the five shapes and bodies – aether, fire, water, 
earth & air[1]. Aether (can also be spelled as or colloquially 
shortened “Ether”) means “ a space filling a substance or field. It 
is thought to be necessary as a transmission medium for the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves. In Greek word “ether” 
means upper air or pure fresh air [2]. We may prefer to use the 
word aether because aether is a medium of space while ether, 
in general, is thought of a gas that knocks you out (as quoted in 
the Aether FAQ Mountain main graphics, Australia). The 
western philosophy consider ether as a building block of space. 
The eastern philosophy interprets the ether as an element 
(substratum) of matter (space). In Bhagavat – Gita it is stated 
that “Kham” (ether) is one among the eight prakrities (elements 
of nature) including air, earth, fire, mind, mind stuff etc[3]. 
 

The space generally means an empty place in which nothing 
exists. It is just a void, a physical vacuum. However, an 
“absolute vacuum” may sound as a “physical vacuum”, but 
these two types of vacuum are inherently different. The physical 
vacuum does not contain any “matter” where as it contains 
“field-energy”. In other words, in physical vacuum, the field (or 
potential or latent or zero point) energy exists. On the other 
hand, the absolute vacuum  which is an absurdity is devoid of 
both matter and energy having an absolute nothingness 
(vacuum or void). 

 

We will discuss the ideas of philosophers and scientists 
regarding the “ether” in this paper. It is an ancient belief from 
Aristotle to modern scientists that the absolute space is filled 
with a subtle medium having measurable physical quantities. 

 

On may 5th 1920, in the university of Leyden Albert Einstein 
addressed with the concluding remarks that “Recapilutating, we 
may say that to the general theory of relativity space is endoved  

 

 

 

 

 

with physical qualities; in this sense, therefore, there exists an  

aether. According to the general theory of relativity space 
without ether is unthinkable [4].” 
 

The above conclusion of Einstien gives the idea that the 
acceptance of “all perrading aetheral medium” could enable us 
to unity “all” interaction in nature. 
 

In electromagnetism, the founders like Faraday & Maxwell etc 
resorted to the  idea of ether as something really existing. By the 
complicated vortex – aether model, Maxwell tried to derive the 
field equations. Thus, to understand the propagation of 
electromagnetic waves ether theory can not be totally side-lined.  
 
Michel Faraday, the father (founder) of electro magnetism 
developed the idea of lines of force to render a physical 
essence to the medium of space. In other words, the idea 
of electric lines of force borrowed from the idea of stream 
lines of hydro dynamics are the direct revelation of the 
ether. In his words, the view I am so bold as to put forth 
considers, therefore, radiation (EM, light) as a high species 
of vibration in the lines of force (ether)[5]. 
 
It is important to note that Micheal Faraday did not 
characterize his lines of force as electromagnetic radiation. 
However, he viewed his lines of force and force fields as 
the medium whose modulated vibrations are 
electromagnetic radiation. 
 
The “aether” was a basic substratum of space as 
hypothesized by philosophers and scientists before Boyle. 
Boyle argued that such an idea could not be vague 
(baseless) even though it could not be proved by adequate 
experiments at that time. Emphasising on the possibility of 
the presence of an aether his argument goes on: 
 
 
That there may be such a substance in the universe, the 
asserters of it will probably bring for proofs several of the 
phenomena I am about to relate ; but whether there be or 
be not in the world any matter that exactly answers to the 
descriptions they make of their first and second elements I 
shall not here discuss, though diverse experiments seem to 
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argue that there is an ethereal substance very subtle and 
not a little diffuse[6].” Boyle’s idea of all pervading aether is 
well argued as following, “ I considered, that the interstellar 
part of the universe, consisting of air and ether, or fluids 
analogous to one of them, is diaphanous ; and that the 
ether is as it were, a vast ocean, wherein the luminous 
globes, that here and there, like fishes, swim by their own 
motion, or like bodies in whirlpools are carried about by the 
ambient , are but very thinly dispersed , and planetary 
bodies bear to the diaphanous part of the world , is 
exceeding small, and scarce considerable[7].” 
 
In Boyle’s time a common aetheral fluid was accepted to explain 
the Descartes’ mechanical world in which force, momentum and 
energy needed to be transmited vie collision of bodies or 
successive impacts (collisions). Furthermore, the phenomena like 
electric force, magnetic and gravitational force of interaction 
required an adequate explanation by action-at-a distance theory 
which would enable the creater to influence “all” bodies in his 
creation. For satisfactory explanation, more, being a 
metaphysician following the line of Gilbert, imagined aether “ as a 
homogenous, phlegmatic fluid, filling all space that was not 
occupied by other bodies and possessing no characteristics that 
could be deduced from extension[8].” 
 

The other  property  was  attributed  to such  aether  by  the  virtue  
of  which if could accomplish one body to interact the other 
(action-at-a-distance). Thus Boyle streamlined the combined 
highly speculative ideas of Gilbert and More in more practical 
(scientific) way to attribute both the properties to the aether in 
order explain the mechanical interaction (collision, gravity), 
electric and magnetic interaction which is quite relevant in his 
following suggestions of “corporeal aether particles.” 
 
 “It may not, therefore, be unseasonable to confess to you that I 
have had some faint suspicion, that besides those more 
numerous and uniform sorts of minute particles that are by some 
of the new philosophers thought to compose the ether I lately 
discoursed of, there may possibly be some other kind of 
corpuscles fitted to have considerable operations, when they find 
congruous bodies to be wrought on by them ; but though it is 
possible, and perhaps probable, that the effects we are 
considering may be plausibly explicated by the ether, as it is really 
understood, yet I somewhat suspect that those effects may not be 
due solely to the causes they are ascribed to, but that there may 
be, as I was beginning to say, peculiar sorts of corpuscles that 
have yet no distinct name, which may discover peculiar faculties 
and ways of working, when they meet with bodies of such a 
texture as disposes them to admit, or to concur with, the efficacy 
of these unknown agents. This suspicion of mine will seem the 
less improbable if you consider, that though in the ether of the 
ancients there was nothing taken notice of but a diffused and very 
subtle substance ; yet we are at present content to allow that 
there is always in the air a swarm of steams moving in a 
determinate course between the north pole and the south”[9]. 
 

 
By the time Boyle’s view of ether got some acceptance. The 
scientist like Gilbert tried to interpret the gravitation between earth 
and moon as a magnetic phenomena declaring that these planets 
were magnets, where as Descartes viewed the gravitation as a 
totally mechanical .This influenced Galelio and Keplar to follow the 
mechanical view of gravitation proposed by Descartes. Boyle 
himself was greatly motivated by Descartes mechanical view of 
gravitation in which Descartes argues infavour of an omni-present 
aether which spins everywhere to produce a series of whirlpools 
(vortices) of different sizes causing the bodies to gravitate each 
other. The great name of Descartesian vortex aether theory and 
Robert Hooke’s (March 21, 1666) experiment on gravity made 
Boyle to accept without conviction that gravitation could be 
explained mechanically without referring to electric and magnetic 
interaction which is illustrated in his following paragraph. 
 
Since many propositions of Archimedes, Stevens, and those 
others, that have written of statics, are confessed to be 
mathematically or mechanically demonstrated, though those 
authors do not take upon them to assign the true cause of gravity, 
but take it for granted, as a thing universally acknowledged, that 
there is such a quality in the bodies they treat of . . . Since such 
kind of explications have been of late generally called mechanical, 
in respect of their being generally grounded upon the laws of the 
mechanics ; I, that do not use to contend about names, suffer 
them quietly to be so[10].    
 
As a convincing Christian, Boyle believed the God as the supreme 
entity and omni presence of god is felt via ether. The root cause of 
motions of the bodies and the interaction between the bodies via 
the “ omnipresent ether” can be accemplised by god’s will thus the 
problem of actual properties of aether was metaphysical rather 
than completely mechanical. To Boyle, everything such as every 
act, for instance, the motion of a particle is seemingly mechanical 
but it has solid foundation beyond the corporeal principles which 
cannot be explained without referring the will (or act) of God. This 
is evident from Boyle’s following words. 
 
“ I make great doubt, whether there be not some phenomena in 
nature, which the atomists cannot satisfactorily explain by any 
figuration, motion or connection of material particles whatsoever : 
for some faculties and operations of the reasonable soul in man 
are of so peculiar and transcendent a kind, that as I have not yet 
found them solidly explicated by corporeal principles, so I expect 
not to see them in haste made out by such [11].” 
 
Newtonian “Aether” 
 

According to Newton, space and time are absolute. They 
can be divided infinitely. The infiniterimal time which is 

mathematically given as 
t 0
lim t t
 

    is given as an 

“instant” or “point of time”. The instants are physically felt 
by us as "present” – a boundary between past and future. 
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As we can feel the present in reality, Newton gives more 
credit to an instant to explain the motion of particle by 

defining the velocity 
t 0

v dv
v lim

t dt 


 


 as the  rate of 

change of space relative (with respect) to time and 

acceleration 
t 0

v dv
a lim

t dt 


 


 as the rate of change of 

velocity with respect to time. In the concepts of velocity 

and acceleration, Newton used the x  and t  as the 
element of space and time. The element of space is given 

as 
x 0

x lim x
 

   . This idea of divisibility of space and 

time helped Newton to explain the motion of heavenly 
bodies and others as the rate of change of position and 
velocity etc. Newton does not accept the fact that the 
ultimate cause of motion of bodies is mechanical or 
corporal. He attributes the ultimate cause of motion to the 
supreme being “God” due to his highly religious outlook. 
The tendency of radicalism in cosmology was noticeable in 
Galileo, Descartes and especially Hobbes, which was not 
to be found in Newton’s thinking. 
 
Newton tried  to extend the aether theory attributing it with a 
property of oscillation, for explaining the impossibility of 
action at a distance of More’s philosophy to explain 
gravitation, which is evident in the following passage in the 
form of 3rd letter to Bentley. 
 
“It is inconceivable, that inanimate brute matter should, 
without the mediation of something else, which is not 
material, operate upon, and affect other matter without 
mutual contact; as it must do, if gravitation, in the sense of 
Epicurus, be essential and inherent in it. And this is one 
reason, why I desired you would not ascribe innate, 
inherent, and essential to matter, so that one body may act 
upon another, at a distance through a vacuum, without the 
mediation of anything else, by and through which their action 
and force may be conveyed from one to another, is to me so 
great an absurdity, that I believe no man who has in 
philosophical matters a competent faculty of thinking, can 
ever fall into it. Gravity must be caused by an agent acting 
constantly according to certain laws; but whether this agent 
be material or immaterial, I have left to the consideration of 
my readers[12].” 
 
According to Descartes a universal rotating ethereal medium 
is ultimately responsible for all phenomenon such as 
gravitation , cohesion , electricity , magnetism along with the 
sensible properties of living entities. Newton did not attribute 
“aether” with the originator of sensible qualities in living 

organism. Newton needed two more categories such as 
“aether” and “God” in addition to the mathematically 
reducible quantities such as space, time and mass to 
understand and explain the riddles of nature (both living and 
non living). Newton accepted the fact about aether from 
Descartes’ philosophy that the aether being the subtlest of 
all, condenses to form the visible bodies and possessed 
qualities undeducible from extension, and proceeds to 
concoct his philosophy of aether. 
 
 
Boyle’s ether (made of subtle particles) supplied two 
different functions. First  is to supply the power of 
propagation of motion of bodies across distances in space. 
Secondly this ether possesses qualities which accounts for 
the action of electricity , cohesion and magnetism. The 
action-at-a distance theory developed at that time was 
inconceivable for Newton to explain all interactions. Newton, 
by that time expounded the curpusular theory of light and 
hence needed another quality in the aether “which could 
help the light to propagate through it, called a luminiferous 
ether”. Rober Hooke’s experiment on vibration convinced 
Newton to think of a luminiferous aether  “ which was 
susceptible to vibration[13].”  
 
Newton considered light as small particles to explain the 
rectilinear propagation of light and the reflection of light. 
However Newton’s curpusular theory of light could not 
explain refraction and diffraction. This made Newton to think 
of an aetheral medium transmitting vibrations faster than 
light, by which light when over taken, is put into “ fits of easy 
reflection and easy transmission” , which caused refraction 
and diffraction. 
 
“ Are not all hypotheses erroneous, in which light is 
supposed to consist of impression or motion , propagated 
through a fluid medium? For in all these hypotheses, the 
phenomena of light have been hitherto explained by 
supposing that they arise from new modifications of the rays; 
which is an erroneous supposition”. However, Newton 
continuous to argue against the hypothesis based on some 
observational facts of the experiments. “And it is difficult to 
explain by these hypothesis, how rays can be alternately in 
fits  of easy reflection and easy transmission; unless 
perhaps one might suppose that there are in all space two 
ethereal vibrating mediums, and  that vibrations of one of 
them constitute light, and the vibrations of the other are 
swifter, and as often as they overtake the vibrations of the 
first, put them into those fits. But how two ethers can be 
diffused through all space, one of which acts upon the other, 
and by consequence is reacted upon, without retarding, 
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shattering, dispersing, and confounding one another’s 
motions, is inconceivable. And against filling the heavens 
with fluid mediums, unless they be exceeding rare, a great 
objection arises from the regular and very lasting motions of 
the planets and comets in all manner of courses through the 
heavens. For thence it is manifest, that the heavens are void 
of all sensible resistance and by consequence of all sensible 
matter. 
 
“For the resisting power of fluid mediums arises partly from 
the attrition of the parts of the medium, and partly from the 
vis inertia of the matter. 
 
“Now that part of the resisting power of any medium which 
arises from the tenacity, friction, or attrition of the parts of the 
medium, may be diminished by dividing the matter into 
smaller parts, and making the parts more smooth and 
slippery: but that part of the resistance which arises from the 
vis inertia, is proportional to the density of the matter, and 
cannot be diminished by dividing the matter into smaller 
parts, nor by the density of fluid mediums is very nearly 
proportional to their resistance… and by consequence, if the 
heavens were as dense as water, they would not have much 
less resistance than quick silver : if absolutely dense,  or full 
of matter without any vacuum, let the matter be never so 
subtle and fluid, they would have a greater resistance than 
quick silver. A solid globe in such a medium would lose 
above half its motion in moving three times the length of its 
diameter, and a globe not solid (such as are the planets) 
would be retarded sooner. Land therefore to make way for 
the regular and lasting motions of the planets and comets, 
it’s necessary to empty the heavens of all matter, except 
perhaps some very thin vapours, steams, or effluvia, arising 
from the atmospheres of the earth,  planets, and comets and 
from such an exceedingly rare ethereal medium nature, the 
motions of the planets and comets being better explained 
without it. It nature languish: and in the pores of bodies, it 
serves only to stop the vibrating motions of their parts, 
wherein their heat and activity consists. And as it is of no 
use, and binders the operations of nature, and makes her 
languish, so there is no evidence for its light consists in 
precision or motion propagated through such a medium are 
rejected with it.  
 
“And for rejecting such a medium, we have the authority of 
those the oldest and most celebrated philosophers of 
Greece and Phoenicia, who made a vacuum and atoms, 
and the gravity of atoms, the first principles of their 
philosophy; tacitly attributing gravity to some other cause 
than dense matter[14].” 
 

Descartes’ ether is dense uniform, compact, vertex and 
phalgmatic. To account for smooth motion of the bodies he 
assumed the ether to be very thin. To attribute the 
gravitation he considered the ether as tiny grains where 
density increases from the core to the surface of a body so 
as to press the particles of the body together. He argues 
against the action-at-a distance in vacuum as how can one 
body push or pull the other without any medium (or with a 
physical vacuum)? As one body pulls the other with inverse 
square law, he supposes the ethereal density varies 
accordingly. This is evident in the following paragraph. 
 
“But to proceed to the hypothesis: It is to be supposed 
therein, that there is an ethereal medium, much of the same 
constitution with air, but far rarer, subtler, and more strongly 
elastic. Of the existence of this medium, the motion of a 
pendulum in a glass exhausted of air almost as quickly as in 
the open air is no inconsiderable argument. But it is not to 
be supposed that this medium is one uniform matter, but 
composed partly of the main phlegmatic body of ether, partly 
of other various ethereal spirits, much after the manner that 
air is compounded of the phlegmatic body of air intermixed 
with various vapours and exhalations. For the electric and 
magnetic effluvia, and the gravitating principle, seem to 
argue such variety. Perhaps the whole frame of nature may 
be nothing but various contextures of some certain ethereal 
spirits of vapours, condensed as it were by precipitation, 
much after the manner that vapours, condensed as it were 
by precipitation, much after the manner the vapours are 
condensed into water, or exhalations into grosser 
substances, though not so easily condensable; and after 
condensation wrought into various forms, at first by the 
immediate hand of the Creator, and ever since by the power 
of nature, which by virtue of the command, increase and 
multiply, became a complete imitator of the copy set her by 
the protoplast. Thus perhaps may all thins be originated 
from ether.” 
 
He considers the ether as the secondary cause of all 
interactions, God being the primary cause, extending his 
immediate presence to all parts of his creation by the 
universal aether of his body creating everything from it by 
condensation of ether and dissolving by dissociation of 
matter back to the primordial ether. This extently resembles 
the Eastern (vedic) views. 
 
Newton’s idea of conservation of motion is based on the 
assumption that the aetheral particle must be elastic 
(because in microscopic scale there no such non 
conservative fields, all fields are conservative). However, the 
cartesian idea of “main phlegmatic ether” is accepted by 
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Newton with an understating that it should be universly 

present so as to bear the motion of light particles through it. 

Newton uses the word “spirit” in ether to describe the 

manifoldness of different interactions such as electricity, 

gravity, cohesion, animal sensation and motion, reflection, 

reformation and color of light. This is evident in his more 

hypothesized ether as following. 

 

“So may the gravitating attraction of the earth be caused by 

the continual condensation of some other such like ethereal 

spirit, not of the main body of phlegmatic ether, but of 

something very thinly and subtly diffused through it, 

perhaps of an unctuous, or gummy, tenacious and springy 

nature; and bearing much the same relation to ether which 

the vital aerial spirit requisite for the conservation of lame 

and vital motions does to air. For if such an ethereal spirit 

may be condensed in fermenting or burning bodies, or 

otherwise coagulated in the pores of the earth and water 

into some kind of humid active matter for the continual uses 

of nature (adhering to the sides of those pores after the 

manner that vapours condense on the sides of the vessel), 

the vast body of the earth, which may be everywhere to the 

very centre in perpetual working, may continually condense 

so much of this spirit as to cause it from above to descent 

with great celerity for a supply; in which descent it may bear 

do… with it the bodies it pervades with force proportional to 

the superficies of all their parts it acts upon, nature is a 

perpetual circulatory worker, generating fluids out of solids, 

and solids out of fluids, fixed things out of volatile, and 

volatile out of fixed, subtle out of gross, and gross out of 

subtle, some things to ascent and make the upper terrestrial 

juices, rivers, and the atmosphere, and by consequence 

other to descend for a requital to the former. And as the 

earth, so perhaps may the sun imbibe this spirit copiously, 

to conserve his shining, and keep the planets from receding 

farther from him: and they that will may also suppose that 

this spirit copiously, to conserve his shining, and keep the 

planets from receding farther from him: and they that will 

may also suppose that this spirit affords or carries with it 

thither the solary fuel and material principle of light, and that 

the vast ethereal spaces between us and the stars are for a 

sufficient repository for the food of the sun and planets[15].” 

 

Newton deduced his law of universal gravitation 
2

1
F

r
  

from Keplar’s laws. This made him to think of such an 
imaginative (over speculated) ethereal spirit which 
circulates so as to explain the continuous condensation of 
earth, sun and other gravitating bodies. However, his 
controlled and more practical speculation of aether 
became relevant in later stage eliminating the fantastic 
elements in ether after consultation with the great chemist 
Robert Boyle as following. 
 

“ Honoured Sir: I have so long deferred to send you my 
thoughts about the physical qualities we speak of, that did I 
not esteem myself obliged by promise, I think I should be 
ashamed to send them at all. The truth is, my notions 
about things of this kind are so indigested, that I am not 
well satisfied myself in them; and what I am not satisfied in, 
I can scarce esteem fit to be communicated to others; 
especially in natural philosophy, where there is no end of 
fancying. But because I am indebted to you, and yesterday 
met with a friend, Mr. Maulyverer, who told me he was 
going to London, and intended to give you the trouble of a 
visit, I could not forbear to take the opportunity of 
conveying this to you by him. 
 
It being only an explication of qualities which you desire of 
me, I shall set down my apprehensions in the form of 
suppositions as follows. And first, I suppose that there is 
diffused through all places an ethereal substance, capable 
of contraction and dilation, strongly elastic, and, in a word, 
much like air in all respects, but far more subtle. 
 

I suppose this ether pervades all gross bodies, but yet so 
as to stand rarer in their pores than in free spaces, and so 
much the rarer, as their pores are less; and this I suppose 
(with others) to be the cause why light incident on those 
bodies is refracted towards the perpendicular; why two well 
polished metals cohere in a receiver exhausted of air; why 
stands sometimes up to the top of a glass pipe, though 
much higher than thirty inches; and one of the main cause 
why the parts of all bodies cohere; also the cause of 
filtration, and of the rising of water in small glass pipes 
above the surface of the stagnating water they are dipped 
into; for I suspect the ether may stand rarer, not only in the 
insensible pores of bodies, but even in the very sensible 
cavities of those pipes; and the same principle may cause 
menstruums to pervade with violence the pores of the 
bodies they dissolve, the surrounding ether, as well as the 
atmosphere, pressing them together. 
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I suppose the rarer ether within bodies, and the denser 
without them, not to be terminated in a mathematical 
superficies, but to grow gradually into one another; the 
external ether beginning to grow rarer, and the internal to 
grow denser, at some little distance from the superficies of 
the body, and running through all intermediate degrees of 
density in the intermediate spaces[16].” 
 
In this continuation, Newton tried to concoct the ether with 
various properties to explain the refraction of light, 
cohesion and action of acids with various substances. 
Furthermore, he developed the idea of fine grainy aether 
whose density varies gradually from the central pores of 
the solid bodies to explain the universal gravitation. This 
simple explanation of gravity is evident in the following 
paragraph of his letter to Boyle. 
 
“I shall set down one conjecture more, which came into 
my mind now as I was writing this letter; it is about the 
cause of gravity. For this end I will suppose ether to 
consist of parts differing from one another in subtilty by 
indefinite degrees; that in the pores of bodies there is less 
of the grosser ether, in proportion to the finer, than in the 
regions of the air; and that yet the gosser ether in the air 
affects the upper regions of the earth, and the finer ether 
in the earth the lower regions of the air, in such a manner, 
that from the top of the air to the surface of the earth, and 
again from the surface of the earth to the centre thereof, 
the ether is insensibly finer and finer. Imagine now 
anybody suspended in the air, or lying on the earth, and 
the ether being by the hypothesis grosser in the pores, 
which are in the upper parts of the body, than in those 
which are in its lower parts, and that grosser ether being 
less apt to be lodged in those which are in its lower parts, 
and that grosser either being less part to be lodged in 
those pores than the finer ether below, it will endeavour to 
get out and give way to the finer ether below, which 
cannot be, without the bodies descending to make room 
above for it go out into. 
 
“From this supposed gradual subtilty of the parts of ether 
some things above might be further illustrated and made 
more intelligible; but by what has been said, you will easily 
discern whether in these conjectures there be any degree 
of probability, which is all I aim at. For my own part, I have 
so little fancy to things of this nature, that had not your 
encouragement moved me to it, I should never, I think, 
have thus far set pen to paper about them[17].” 
 
Newton tried to see every quality in ether inorder to 
accomplish every thing in nature such as cohesion, animal 

sensation in addition to all interactions like gravity, electric 
and magnetic etc. The all in one” quality in his aether is 
attributed to a “spirit” in ether, which is evident in his 
following narration of last paragraph of Principia. 
 
“And now we might add something concerning a certain 
most subtle spirit which perades and lies hid in all gross 
bodies; by the force and action of which spirit the particles 
of bodies mutually attract one another at near distances, 
and cohere if contiguous; and electric bodies operate to 
greater distances, as well repelling as attracting the 
neighbouring corpuscles; and light is emitted, reflected, 
refracted, inflected, and heats bodies; and all sensation is 
excited, and the members of animal bodies move at the 
command of the will, namely by the vibrations of this spirit, 
mutually propagated along the solid filaments of the 
nerves, from the outward organs of sense to the brain, 
and from the brain into the muscles. But these are things 
that cannot be explained in few words, nor are we 
furnished with that sufficiency of experiments which is 
required to an accurate determination and demonstration 
of the laws by which this electric and elastic spirit 
operates[18].” 
 
In this greatest treatise “optics” he raised the level of 
discussion to greater height and tried to clarify and 
present the philosophy of ether more honestly and 
technically after serious diagnosis and introspection. The 
final enquiry and classification of the fluctuating opinion of 
aether to explain all phenomenon of nature open up with 
the passage. 
 
“Is not this medium much rarer within the dense bodies of 
the sun, stars, and planets and comets, than in the empty 
celestial space between them? And in passing from them 
to great distances, doth it not grow denser and denser 
perpetually, and thereby cause the gravity of those great 
bodies towards one another, and of their parts towards the 
bodies; every body endeavouring to go from the denser 
parts of the medium towards the rarer? For if this medium 
be rarer within the sun’s body than its surface, and rarer 
there than at the hundredth part of an inch from its body, 
and rarer there than at the fiftieth part of an inch from its 
body, and rarer there than at the orbit of Saturn; I see no 
reason why the increase of density should stop anywhere, 
and not rather be continued through all distances from the 
sun to Saturn, and beyond. And though this increase of 
density may at great distances be exceeding slow, yet if 
the elastic force of this medium be exceeding great, it may 
suffice to impel bodies from the denser parts of the 
medium towards the rarer, with all that parts which we call  
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gravity. And that the elatic force of this medium is 
exceeding great, may be gathered from the swiftness of its 
vibrations. And if any one should suppose that ether (like 
our air) may contain particles that endeavour to recede 
from one another (for I do not know what this ether is), and 
that its particles are exceedingly smaller than those of air, 
or even than those of light; the exceeding smallness of its 
particles may contribute to the greatness of the force by 
which those particles may recede from one another, and 
thereby make that medium exceedingly more rare and 
elastic than air, and by consequence exceedingly less able 
to resist the motions of projectiles, and exceedingly more 
able to press upon gross bodies, by endeavouring to 
expand itself.  
 
“May not planets and comets, and all gross bodies, 
perform their motions more freely, and with less 
resistance, in this ethereal medium than in any fluid which 
fills all space adequately without leaving any pores, and 
by consequence is much denser than quick silver or gold? 
And may not its resistance be so small, as to be 
inconsiderable? For instance; if this ether (for so I will call 
it) should be supposed 700,000 times more elastic than 
our air, and above 700,000 times more rare; its resistance 
would be above 600,000,000 times less than that of 
water. And so small, a resistance would scarce make any 
sensible alteration in the motions of the planets in ten 
thousand years[19].” 
 
Finally Newton concluded the “aether as a medium which 
is much rarer than air in order to minimize the hidrance to 
the moving heavenly bodies. The particles of ether are 
assumed to be small and non-spherical to explain bi-
fringence. Furthermore, the ether particles are imagined 
as elastic so as to conserve the energy. The ether 
particles repel each other, constantly trying to maintain as 
much mutual distance as possible to maintain a least 
density. This makes the ether most subtle and causes the 
bodies present in it to be pressed upon each other. In the 
precise writing of Newton, ether was loaded (endowed) 
with some inexplicable (fantastic) qualities so as to 
explain the allied intractions such as electric, magnetic 
etc. However, his concluding statements regarding aether 
were much more justified, simpler, logical and easily 
understandable. The hypothesis he made about ether in 
his concluding remarks can be stated in brief as following. 
 
“The whole of the physical world may consist of particles 
which attract each other in proportion to their size, the 
attraction passing through a zero point into repulsion as 
we get down to a very minute particles that compose what 

we call the “ether”[20]. 
 
The above fascinating well researched statement of 
Newton makes it possible for us to believe that the bodies 
are formed due to the mutual attraction of material 
particles having different densities due to the all pervading 
subtle ethereal medium. Newton was highly biased by the 
religionist like More and Boyle. He perceived ether as 
something more than (beyond) material, that is, spiritual. 
Time to time he used to glorify “ether” by the word “spirit” 
instead of “medium”. It is the body of the supreme in 
which he manifolds the creation by his immediate 
presence by the raft of his insrutible power. To continue 
this, the relation of God to the creation is discribed in 
optics as filling. 
 
“God was not detached from the world that science seek 
to know; indeed, every true step in natural philosophy 
brings us nearer to a knowledge of first cause[21].” 
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